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1. THE TASK AND PRECEDENTS OF THE RESEARCH WORK

1.1 The theme of the research

In the competition for technological, economical and social efficiency the professionals and researchers of each scientific fields are working on the escalation of new results, in order to improve welfare in the society. The transport economist – having an interdisciplinary research field – are no exception of this: they have the simultaneous task of providing economical and social welfare, of providing efficiency and equity and of providing technological optimum for transport processes.

A characteristic topic of this theme is to configure the cost calculation system and pricing method of the transportation companies, including railway companies: in this case the researcher can not avoid the basic technical processes that are described by financial ones, and have special attributes, constraints and barriers. At the same time, attention has to be paid to the instructions of the economic theory, in order to help the railway company to contribute to the increase of social welfare. One of the currently consorting optimisation theories in economics is the neo-classical doctrine with its marginal costs and marginal revenues.

The neo-classical school was founded by Walras, and by his mathematical model that describes the usage of marginal costs and marginal revenues [Wal87]. First application of this was evolved at the beginning of the 20th century with the welfare theories of Marshall [Mar16] and Pigou [Pig24], later with the overwork of this by Hotelling [Hot38]. As a result of their work, a new, prospective challenge was revealed before theorists and practitioners of the economics: the mathematical equations that were resulted from the research don’t only provide the profit-maximum of the company, but, at the same time they show the way to the optimal capital-allocation and efficiency among companies for the society.

The advocacy of application of the neo-classical equilibrium welfare theory and its marginal cost approach showed a cyclic alternating process during the 20th century. More scientists queried its equity issues and applicability. But its advantages did not let scientists to come by the theory without consideration when having the task of economic optimisation. This is well reflected by the fact that in the recommendations of the Commission of the European Union the theory of marginal cost based pricing become more and more stressed. One of the most broadly discussed topics of the announced research framework programmes is the examination and valuation of the marginal cost theory. In the work and recommendations of the DG TREN the Commission’s opinion seems to be reflected: more examination of methods are needed that can help to utilise better the society’s scarce resources, let it be about tolls for using transport infrastructure, about analysis and monetarisation of external effects of transport activities, profitability of transport companies, utilisation of transport assets from social point of view, or about optimal capital, made available for transport companies.
As a result of all this, the Commission reframed the possibilities of marginal cost pricing in the 1995 Green Paper [Ecm95] and in the 1998 White Paper [Ecm98], and recommended its usage for the transport sector, allowing exceptions only in special cases. Since in the following years the applicability of the scheme was widely discussed, the attitude of the Commission changed: under some circumstances, only the limited usage of the rule is desired. Now, as a result of earlier research, the better cost coverage solutions make the marginal cost equation more accurate.

My research work – after disclosing the theoretical background of the marginal cost pricing rules – searched for solutions of applicability using the example of European railway companies, and in particular the Hungarian State Railways. During the negotiation, usually the economical viewpoint was the first, while the practical applicability was continuously paid attention to. This latter was a strong aim, since the developed model need to be beneficial for the railway company, a non-usable theoretical innovation is without any value.

1.2 Overview of the literature

The marginal cost theory passed more “scientific cycles” since its appearance at the beginning of the 20th century [Rot01a]. Its history was not a linear development, the “periodical” adjective is more appropriate, since, in certain time intervals the theory started to decline. After its appearance the theory was very popular thank to the mathematical optimum, regarding company and asset efficiency. The neoclassical economists (like Walras, Marshal and Hotelling) dedicated special attention to the elaboration of the mathematical equations and their application.

The marginal cost theory was born on the basis of production industry (machinery, textile, toys, etc.), its adaptation in the service sector started later, and in the transportation even later. Application within the transport industry is delayed with one time period compared to the one in the production industry. The following literature overview starts with the appearance of the marginal cost theory within the transport sector (early 1960’s), when the industrial application was already over the first disappointment. After completing the theory, scientists started to elaborate on the constraints and barriers, and as a result of the numerous disadvantages, the theory started to get over. When it appeared in the transport sector, its popularity within the production industry was again appreciating. This might has been the real reason for the trials within the transport industry. Next phases show, which turning-points the marginal cost theory has gone over within the transport sector.

1st phase (1960-1967). The marginal cost theory – elaborated for industrial applications – was “transplanted” to the transport sector [Oor61]. Already at this stage the bad cost coverage appeared in the communications of the Commission [Ecm65]. However, the theory has been accepted by transport economists, especially by those, who had strong neo-classical background (“the marginalists”).
2\textsuperscript{nd} phase (1967-1975). It is recognised that within the transport sector the proportion of the fixed costs is relatively high and these are independent from the change of output. Together with the problem of the fact, that average costs are over the marginal costs, this causes a certain disappointment (because of the bad cost coverage). The Commission is intensely engaged with the problem of the bad cost coverage and of the budget deficit [Ecm71]. More other ideas appeared to reach a better cost coverage, even if “leaving” the original marginal cost rule. In some cases authors have suggested to return to the average cost based prices instead of having problems with the “new” marginal costs.

3\textsuperscript{rd} phase (1975-1982). A very strong draw-off from the standard marginal costs is observable that practically means the abandon of the marginal equations. Other methods are elaborated, that use the term “marginal costs” but in fact the price basis is far from that. One of them is the theory of multiple tariffs [Wil78] and the club principle [Lit77].

4\textsuperscript{th}. phase (1982-1990). In this period the marginal cost rule is still not as popular as before (in the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} phases), but researchers tend to consider it again as a price-basis. First of all, those methods are gathering ahead that help to support the traffic policy serving the priorities of sustainable development. Institutional constraints and barriers [Ree86] and the effects of these to the investments [Wil89] are treated with especial attention.

In the third and fourth phases theorists pay attention to particular constraints as first, e.g.: convexity of functions, cost-dependencies on time, and the continuously occurring unbalanced equity. Solving the problems on these particular fields – or at least the determination of the disposal of them – does not mean to organise all sub-optimums along an overall theory. Those who want to have more general outcomes try the simulation-tools. This generates a further discussion between theorists and practitioners of the transport economics. The “conflict” leads to the frustration of the theorists, and gives a boost to ongoing research work in the 5\textsuperscript{th} phase.

5\textsuperscript{th} phase (1990-1998). The Commission wanted to arrange the more decade long discussion in the topic of the marginal cost based prices within the transport sector, and announced the research framework programmes within this field. This came up with the renaissance of the neo-classical theory that was introduced also in the white paper of the Commission [Ecm98].

6\textsuperscript{th} phase (1998- ). With the reviving of the neo-classical theory the drawbacks of the bad cost coverage appeared as well, when it was about elaborating on solutions for the practical applications. In case of the railways some multiplicators became allowed in order to achieve better cost coverage [Ecm01]. In case of the roads practically the average cost based prices are accepted [Rot02a]. If we try to arrange these attempts within the above described cycles, it can be experienced that the Commission wants give a new form for the efforts carried out in the 1970’s.
Aim of the dissertation was in this development process to provide a clear picture regarding the theoretical and practical relations, and, furthermore, to give a new form for railway business cost functions, to suggest an applicable system for using marginal costs as price basis.

2. THE METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

2.1 Aims of the research work

The domestic and the international business research work has recovered those battle-criteria that are needed for companies that want to keep alive on the market in a long term. Besides the customer satisfaction, quality assurance, and other expectations one of these criteria is the efficiency if the business planning processes. One element of this is the proper configuration of the cost calculation methods, and the suitable setting of the pricing policy to the costs.

The current cost calculation method of the Hungarian State Railways (MÁV Rt.) meets some important requirements, and keeps the calculation on a stable way within the company. Still, it seemed to be necessary to provide some further suggestions that can help the company to fit its business processes better to the needs of the market. These suggestions can be elaborated within a new cost calculation model, as the best. When planning the new model, the following requirements seemed to be the most important:

− to make possible to represent the economical methodology within the company;
− to utilise and to practice the domestic and international research results, that can help the company to achieve better efficiency;
− to eliminate the drawbacks of the current cost calculation system, and to give solutions for the difficulties without giving up the available features;
− to be usable in the everyday-life of the company, not only to give theoretical assumptions;
− to eliminate all serious drawbacks that could inhibit its practical usage.

It was evident already at the beginning of the research work that the marginal cost theory (and social optimum) can solve many of the current problems. At the same time, it has some serious drawbacks that its “pure” – i.e. definition-like – usage is not possible for a railway company.

According to preliminary efforts, if we can adopt some elements from the marginal cost theory, but do not insist on the classic definition, a special business model could be elaborated that considerably improves the efficiency of the business processes and serves the better utilisation of the current assets.
2.2 The used approach

The elaboration of the applied model of the marginal cost theory was started with the experience of the meaning of the “pure” marginal cost rule: according to the guide of differential algebra, function-analysis was carried out. I’ve determined the maximum of the profit function, examined the intersection points of cost curves and – in compliance with the market structures – elaborated the control directives for an economic company.

In order to make the directives of the marginal cost theory applicable for the railway company, I’ve carried out the structural analysis of the railway market. Using the market concentration indicators and exploring the behaviour of competitors I’ve determined the conformity between micro-economical categories and the real railway market. This conformity can be described by the compliance of constraints and how they work in practice. Therefore, I’ve dedicated a separate chapter for examining how the real market can fit into the theoretical constraints.

To achieve the desired stability of the prepared model, the dynamic interactions between the company and its environment need to be known. The legal- and (as a result of this) the competitive environment of the railway company is audited by the coming changes in the legal constraints. In this aspect, the specialities of the EU-accession is underlined.

The preliminary examination of the marginal cost theory resulted that there are a lot of arguments against its usage in practice. This is why I paid particular attention both to the theoretical and to the practical difficulties regarding its application. Exploration of these was mainly carried out by the study and critical overview of the available literature.

In order to achieve better embedding of the new model within the company, I’ve managed to look through and to aggravate the current cost calculation system, with special regards to its opportunities and threats.

The conception of the new model was build up with the tool-system of strategic modelling. During this I’ve used the general requirements composed to cost calculation processes, and the elements of this requirements were coupled with ones of the used elements of the marginal cost theory. When considering the cost-functions within the model, the company was examined in the previously explored market environment.

By constructing the applied price function, the general pricing method of the railway companies were examined as first, and the state’s decision-influence role was taken into consideration. Later on, these effects were structured by configuring the price-function and its mathematical expression.

Information that influence the decisions of the management were structured in order to be able to elaborate on the decision-support system of the model. Working up the decision support system was started with the definition of the essential sys
tem elements. Using connection-evaluation methods the contact of these with each other and with basic data elements were formed.

When scheduling the implementation of the model, network- and logical scheduling methods were used. I took the time constraints, and the logical order subalternation of the elements into consideration, with special regards the possible parallel steps for the acceleration of the process.

The proving of the new model was carried out by test calculations with real and as much as possible detailed data. The calculation process was embedded into a demonstration of the decision-support system of the model.

3. NEW SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS, THESIS

As a result of my research activities, I’ve elaborated a new cost calculation method that supports the company’s decision making system with enforcing the advantages of the marginal cost theory, while eliminating most of its drawbacks. The process got the name: “account based marginal cost model”.

In the dissertation as an “account based marginal cost model” is referred the business management structure that ensures the collection, analysis and usage of data for the decision support system according to the marginal cost theory. But, the production of the company is valued and priced along a different pattern, using the price function.

My scientific achievements can be summarised in the following seven thesis:

1. I’ve elaborated a cost-calculation method for the railway company, based on the business cost allocation and decision-making. This keeps the advantages of the marginal cost theory while eliminates the most serious drawbacks. I’ve defined the contents and structure of the cost record used for data acquisition. I’ve processed the cost-collection procedure that provides the necessary basic data for the account based marginal cost model. I’ve scheduled the time-dependent aggregation of the cost record. I’ve formalised the functions between the cost components and the performance of the railway company (5.1 sub-chapter of the dissertation). Function groups that refer to the cost records are shown as follows:

\[
P_{DC1} = f_{p1}(q_1) + f_{p2}(q_1) + \ldots + f_{pn}(q_1);
\]

\[
P_{DC2} = f_{p1}(q_2) + f_{p2}(q_2) + \ldots + f_{pn}(q_2);
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
P_{DCm} = f_{p1}(q_m) + f_{p2}(q_m) + \ldots + f_{pn}(q_m);
\]

\[
A_{DC1} = f_{a1}(q_1) + f_{a2}(q_1) + \ldots + f_{aq}(q_1);
\]

\[
A_{DC2} = f_{a1}(q_2) + f_{a2}(q_2) + \ldots + f_{aq}(q_2);
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
A_{DCm} = f_{a1}(q_m) + f_{a2}(q_m) + \ldots + f_{aq}(q_m);
\]
$$\begin{align*}
IDC_1 &= f_{i_1}(q_1) + f_{i_2}(q_1) + \ldots + f_{i_r}(q_1) \\
IDC_2 &= f_{i_1}(q_2) + f_{i_2}(q_2) + \ldots + f_{i_r}(q_2) \\
&\vdots \\
IDC_m &= f_{i_1}(q_m) + f_{i_2}(q_m) + \ldots + f_{i_r}(q_m) \\
\vdots \\
NDC_1 &= f_{n_1}(q_1) + f_{n_2}(q_1) + \ldots + f_{n_s}(q_1) \\
NDC_2 &= f_{n_1}(q_2) + f_{n_2}(q_2) + \ldots + f_{n_s}(q_2) \\
&\vdots \\
NDC_m &= f_{n_1}(q_m) + f_{n_2}(q_m) + \ldots + f_{n_s}(q_m);
\end{align*}$$

where

1…m: number of railway activities,
1…n: number of perfectly direct cost (PDC) components,
1…q: number of adherent direct cost (ADC) components,
1…r: number of imposable direct cost (IDC) components,
1…s: number of non-direct cost (NDC) components,
f_{pi}: function of PDC elements;
f_{ai}: function of ADC elements;
f_{ii}: function of IDC elements;
f_{ni}: function of NDC elements;

The most important results of the model compared to the marginal cost theory is indicated in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison parameter</th>
<th>Marginal cost theory</th>
<th>Account based marginal cost model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>optimal utilisation of assets</td>
<td>feasible</td>
<td>can be reached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microeconomic constraints</td>
<td>fulfilment of them is basic need</td>
<td>fulfilment makes comprehensive work, but it is no need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price fluctuations</td>
<td>can be very strong</td>
<td>the price function eliminates them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free pricing policy</td>
<td>not feasible</td>
<td>feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equity of prices</td>
<td>not assured because of the pure economic optimisation</td>
<td>can be reached (through the parameters of the price function)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementation phase</td>
<td>big transient fluctuations within the transport sector</td>
<td>moderated fluctuations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of the account based marginal cost model and the marginal cost theory

2. I’ve determined the cost curves of the railway company for monopolistic and competitive market environment, and interpreted the characteristic form of this with respect to the output. I’ve proceed the examination of the classical micro-economic cost curves. I’ve exploited the process that leads to the equilibrium by considering the specialities of the competitive market. I’ve stretched the difference to the optimal equilibrium, and analysed the possible solutions for this problem (price corrections, administrative fill-up of the capacity, state finance, 5.2 sub-chapter).
3. I’ve defined the applied price function within the account based marginal cost model, and provided a mathematical formula for it, that values the production of the railway company in the market. In order to construct the function, I’ve grouped the factors that influence the pricing process of the state-owned railway company. I’ve provided a matrix for these factors, and established the price function (5.3 sub-chapter). The mathematical formula for the price function is:

\[ P = [p_1, \ldots, p_m] = [s_1^T \cdot t_1, \ldots, s_m^T \cdot t_m] \text{ scalar multiplication of vectors, where:} \]

1...m: number of railway activities;

\( p_i \): price function of each service segments;

\( s_i^T \): linear vector, the i. row of the \( S_{m \times (n_1+n_2+n_3+n_4)} \)-es weight-martix, i.e. the weight of the function elements of the i. railway activity (service), while:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} s_{ij} = 1, \text{ and;} \]

\( t_i \): vertical vector, the i. column of the \( T_{(n_1+n_2+n_3+n_4) \times m} \) function matrix, \( n_i \): number of variables in each function-groups.

4. I’ve structured the information responding to the inputs of the decision-making of the company, and elaborated the connection of these with the basic data set. I’ve limited the events that can be modelled with the new system. I’ve configured the basic-data matrix for arranging financial- and real statistical data and indexes (6.1 sub-chapter). The structure-matrix of ground data is shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>groups of financial statistics</th>
<th>PDC elements</th>
<th>ADC elements</th>
<th>IDC elements</th>
<th>NDC elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>passenger km</td>
<td>fc11 vs. rc11</td>
<td>fc12 vs. rc12</td>
<td>fc13 vs. rc13</td>
<td>fc14 vs. rc14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tonne-km</td>
<td>fc21 vs. rc21</td>
<td>fc22 vs. rc22</td>
<td>fc23 vs. rc23</td>
<td>fc24 vs. rc24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gross tonne-km</td>
<td>fc31 vs. rc31</td>
<td>fc32 vs. rc32</td>
<td>fc33 vs. rc33</td>
<td>fc34 vs. rc34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axle-km</td>
<td>fc41 vs. rc41</td>
<td>fc42 vs. rc42</td>
<td>fc43 vs. rc43</td>
<td>fc44 vs. rc44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.: Basic data structure matrix

5. I’ve elaborated a new decision-making system for the company, that imposes the market reactions for the company and makes possible to utilise the benefits of the account based marginal cost model. During the process I’ve defined the essential steps, and analysed their connection. The decision support system was constructed with respect to self-correction methods. As a result, an integrated answer is provided for the appearing problems (6.2 sub-chapter).

6. I’ve scheduled the implementation process of the model by logical and time scales. The scheduling devotes special attention to the possible – but not unreal – acceleration of the initiation process. The conversion steps from the current system to the new one consider the continuous work of the calculation method (6.3 sub-chapter).
4. EXPEDIENCE OF THE NEW SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The utilisation of the result of the research work is of a manifold nature. It provides advantages for the railway company that decides about the implementation as first, but it can be incorporated into the education activities within cost calculation systems and microeconomic applications.

For the railway company the utilisation of the results of the research can assure the following advantages:

- It ensures to access arbitrary the optimal usage of assets available for the railway company. Taking into consideration the fact, that the railway’s assets are in public ownership, and mean a big proportion of the national assets, the optimal usage can have essential benefit. The “grade of optimality” can be measured and planned (1. thesis: model structure and 2. thesis market equilibrium).

- Eliminates the big price-variations of the “pure” marginal cost theory, and stabilises the market (3. thesis: price function).

- An arbitrary price policy is possible through the desired usage of the price function. Both the market signals and state priorities can be reflected in the prices (3. thesis: price function).

- It improves significantly the transparency of business processes. The activity-based-costing like calculation method makes clear for both the management and for the state the cost of each particular activities/products. Information is provided about the costs of the extension of certain activities. This can be embedded into the decision-making system of the company (4. thesis: data structure and 6. thesis decision making system).

- Its implementation results in a significant improvement of the controlling system of the company. The developments offset the company towards market-conformity (1. thesis: model structure and 6. thesis: implementation process).

- Contributes to the awareness of the activity-cost-income-benefit chain within the company (2. thesis: forms of cost curves).

- Helps the analysis of the inefficient activities, to discover the especially high cost components (1. thesis: data acquisition).

- Its work can be realised under not absolutely “clear” microeconomic conditions as well. The profit maximisation of the company is not needed, it works within semi-rational market environment, incorporates the out-of-the-market instructions, no homogenous competitive market is assumed, and follows well the real market’s conditions (1. thesis: model structure).

- Cost coverage can be – within certain limits – adjusted arbitrary by the desired construction of the price function, demand and price elasticity, and the output-compensation (2. thesis: market equilibrium and 3. thesis: price function).
The model is much more stable than the marginal cost rule itself. It is less sensitive to the change of input basic data, because the market behaviour is only in an indirect contact with the market equilibrium (2. thesis: market equilibrium).
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